
The Arc New York Review of OPWDD Interim Guidance on Return to In-Person Day Services

Topic PG# Question/Comment OPWDD Response on 7/15/20

Approval 1 How long can we take as providers before we

reopen after such approvals?

No approval, no specific

timeframes as long as guidance

can be safely implemented.

Approval 1 Is this approval a paperwork review or a more

formal review?

See above.

Attestation 1 Is the CEO the only authorized party that can

sign?

The CEO should sign unless she is

incapacitated or unable to sign for

some reason.

Attestation 1 How many days notice will be provided to

review the document?

None.

Phase 4 1 What if a region moves out of phase 4? Day program reopening is not

necessary connected to Phase IV

of NY Forward. If we need to

suspend day programs again, we

will issue another closure notice.

Phase 4 1 ....if region loses Phase 4 status....this

automatically halts until the Phase 4 status is

returns for the region? e.g., we would close

day programs, stop visits, etc.…

Same answer as above.

Reopening Plan 1 Is there an established format for submitting

the plan?

We will be sending providers a

template for use.

Reopening Plans 1 How much notice will OPWDD provide after

approving our return to operations

OPWDD will not be approving

them individually, we will just be

collecting them and surveying

later on an as needed basis.

SEMP 1 SEMP is not mentioned. This document focuses on how to

reopen day programs that were

suspended in march. SEMP was

not formally suspended.

Attestation 2 There is no attached attestation that is

required to be submitted to OPWDD prior to

reopening.

We will send out the attestation

tomorrow.

Entrance to Site

Based Programs

2 Who is an Essential Visitor? Anyone essential to the care and

treatment of the individuals or

the functioning of the site (so a

physical therapist would be

essential but a family member

dropping by to say hello would

not).

Entrance to Site

Based Programs

2 Essential visitor screenings don't need to be

documented?

No, they just need to happen.

Entrance to Site

Based Programs

2 Do staff screenings need to be kept locked at

all times or at the end of the day?

Consult with your own counsel

about how to handle

personal/medical information.
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Entrance to Site

Based Programs

2 Why can only a supervisor or medical

professional complete the health screening?

It would be acceptable for the

supervisor or health professional

to oversee the process in order to

ensure appropriate protocols and

consistent screening.

Entrance to Site

Based Programs

2 DSP can't do a symptom screening & that a

supervisor or HCP has to do it. DSPs working

1:1 in the community or in residential have

been doing screenings for months.

See above. Needs to be overseen

generally by a supervisor or health

professional but actual screens

can be delegated if agency deems

it appropriate.

Entrance to Site

Based Programs

2 The guidance notes, "Day program services

must designate a site safety monitor whose

responsibilities include continuous compliance

with all aspects of the site safety plan." Can

this be one person for multiple day program

services or does each need a designated site

safety monitor?

Agencies have flexibility to decide

how to implement/retain

accountability.

Reopening Plan 2 Does DQI need to approve the Reopening

Plan?

No.

Reopening Plan 2 Within Required Day Program Reopening Plans

it states that all day programs must develop

and submit a safety plan for reopening prior to

the reopening but I see no language stating

that the plan must be approved prior to the

reopening. Can we get clarification if that is a

requirement or not? Thanks.

See above.

Site Safety Monitor 3 Can there be one Site Safety Monitor that

ensures compliance with the Site Safety Plan

for all the day services?

Agencies have flexibility to decide

how to implement/retain

accountability.

Program Doors 5 The guidance recommends propping open

doors; however we have been advised not to

do this in relation to fire safety concerns.

Propping doors/windows is an

example of how to increase room

ventilation but obviously not to

the detriment of creating a safety

hazard.

Social Distancing

Requirements

5 What happens when an individual who is able

to medically tolerate wearing a face covering

refuses to wear one? Can their service be

suspended?

This should be handled as any

situation would when someone is

able to but refuses to follow rules

of a program that create a health

and safety risk.

Day Program

Schedule

6 Do you have to document and justify how you

are prioritizing the people you are allowing to

return to day program?

No documentation is required,

use good professional judgment.
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Enclosed Spaces 6 Within section C. Gatherings in Close Spaces,

can we get further clarification of what a

“shared space” is? Is it a classroom, any area

within a building, the building itself, something

else? Silly question perhaps but I’ve learned

not to assume anything over the years.

In this context, a "shared space" is

any enclosed/inside area enclosed

by barriers (e.g. a room, an office,

a large area with partitions

erected, etc.) that is used in close

proximity by the 15 people

cohort.

Enclosed Spaces 6 What about workshops where prevoc services

are delivered simultaneously with contract

production work? A 15 person cap could cause

difficulties on many levels.

The 15 person limit is on a cohort

or group of individuals that will be

spending time together

throughout a day. For example,

you can have multiple groups of

up to 15 individuals moving

throughout a large building

working on different things in

different spaces.

Enclosed Spaces 6 If someone does not follow the safety

guidelines, can we suspend their service

without due process?

No, but other steps should be

taken first, including involving the

individual's treatment team and

support system to help them

understand the importance of

following safety precautions. All

efforts should be documented.

Enclosed Spaces 6 The required cleaning for a suspected or

confirmed case could leave to frequent service

interruptions with the program being closed

every other day.

Unfortunately, yes it could. This is

not different than any other

industry, including but not limited

to school buildings.

Day Program

Schedule

7 Due to the goal of limiting on site service time,

it would be helpful if mealtimes could be

included in billable service times.

We would suggest that you simply

block schedule services so that

mealtimes are not included (e.g.

morning group receives services

from 8-12 and afternoon group

receives services from 1-5 without

meals included in either block).

PPE 7 Cloth, disposable, or other homemade face

coverings are not acceptable face coverings for

workplace activities that require a higher level

of protection for PPE due to the nature of the

work… what does this mean?

Cloth face coverings/masks are

acceptable for most dayhab

activities but performing specific

duties like medical care or a task

that generates a lot of bodily

fluids would warrant use of more

protective PPE. See staffing

guidance.
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Transportation 9 Day Program is required to provide necessary

to and from transportation, however in order

to meet these requirements it will be

necessary for Residential Services to assist

with transportation. The should be a billable

service.

Transportation to day program is

included in program rate structure

and cannot be billed by residential

program at this time.

Transportation 9 Unclear regarding transportation (part of day

services reopening guidance) whether we can

only transport individuals who live together,

and when doing so, capacity on the vehicle is

limited to 50%. Or,

We can also transport other individuals,

including those who do not live together, and

vehicle capacity cannot exceed 50%.

Transporting people who do not live together

in a vehicle filled to 50% capacity would be too

risky; but transporting only people who live

together, when referring to people who live in

the community, would be too strict. This

would mean we could only transport one

person at a time in most cases.

At this point, only individuals who

live together are supposed to be

transported together and are

supposed to be transported in

reduced capacity vehicles. We are

working with the public health

team to expand the

transportation requirements,

hopefully in the near future.

Transportation 9 Within section G. Transportation, when they

state “only same facility should be transported

together” does this include those living at

home with family? In other words, can we

transport multiple individuals who live in

different family homes together or does each

one of these individuals need to be

transported individually?

See above; yes individuals who

live at home would be

transported alone (or by family

member).

Transportation 9 It appears from this guideline that we will not

be able to have more than one person on the

bus if they are not from the same household.

That poses a problem for 75% of our

community people we have traditionally

transported. Families are not in a position

necessarily to bring them into the program.

This would not be financially sustainable if I am

correct.

As noted, working on some

solutions here.

633.12 N/A If a provider decides to close a day service

permanently as a result of the COVID-19 public

health emergency, do the notification

requirements and other provisions of 633.12

still need to be met?

If you are concerned that you will

have to permanently cease

operations of a program, please

reach out to the appropriate

Regional Office to discuss.

Activities N/A The guidance does not address community

outings initiated from the Day Program. Are

these allowed at this time?

Please follow the community

outings guidance regardless of

where they originate.
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Billing N/A Does this mean that after the 16th we can no

longer bill for day services actually provided

and documented in the residential program or

will OPWDD have the authority to authorized

continued billing as you phase back in as long

as approved in your submitted plan to them?

These can continue to bill.

Billing N/A Will we be able to continue to bill day hab out

of the IRA’s after July 15. We are providing a

service and we are not billing retainer day

units for this, however, I am not overly excited

about getting people out immediately into the

community. Thus, I hope they will allow for an

exemption on the 50% in the community rule.

Day hab in a residence will be able

to continue to be billed.

Billing N/A Will retainer day funding continue after 7/15?

For how long?

Retainer day payments will end

on 7/21, pursuant to federal

requirement.

Life Plan Update of

Day Program Location

N/A Due to social distancing requirements, many

providers will be changing multiple locations

where people receive DH supports. ( from one

DH location to another).

We are trying to keep a maximum of two

homes together, so we will be changing many

people’s DH locations. Do we need to have

meetings to change the site locations, or can

we just ask the care manager for an

addendum?

No need, while the appendix K is

in place, to formally update a

lifeplan. If the change is going to

be long term, however, it make

sense to make the update a semi-

annual meeting. And notifications

should be made to interested

parties (CAB/willowbrook,

involved family, etc.).

Program Space N/A We rent space that we use during inclement

weather and for transport/pick up and drop

off. We would like to be able to use the

location during this time on a regular basis to

provide a mix of site based and community

based programming. Will this be allowed in

the non-certified site?

This should be fine but please

reach out to the regional office

discuss this specific situation.

Reopening End Date N/A Is there a drop-dead date that all day services

need to be open?

Not at this time.
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Phase 4 1 ....if region loses Phase 4 status....this

automatically halts until the Phase 4 status is

returns for the region? e.g., we would close

day programs, stop visits, etc.…

No, not necessarily tied to Phase

IV. Closure/suspension

notification would be issued.

Documentation 2 COVID-19 symptoms are not directed to the

CDC website for updated symptoms. The

symptoms are not consistent with the CDC

symptoms

Always use the most updated list

of symptoms, per the CDC.

Transportation 2 It is not clear, will family members be

allowed to pick up and drop off with this

policy. One section talks about staff doing it

and another alludes to family. Can we limit it

to us being the drop off and delivery?

Yes families can pick up/drop

off.

Supportive IRAs N/A How do these guidelines apply to Supportive

IRAs?

Guidelines apply to all certified

residences.
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Phase 4 1 ....if region loses Phase 4 status....this

automatically halts until the Phase 4 status is

returns for the region? e.g., we would close

day programs, stop visits, etc.…

OPWDD's policy is not require

the closure of a day program

should a region return to an

early Phase of NY Forward.

Returning to

Residential Facility

1 No known or suspected cases'… does apply

to both individuals and staff for that home?

Yes, goal is not to reintroduce

someone to a home with active

COVID.

Returning to

Residential Facility

1 COVID-19 symptoms are not directed to the

CDC website for updated symptoms.

Use most recent list of

symptoms, per CDC.

Returning to

Residential Facility

1 Does the local DOH need to be contacted

for all individuals returning home? Are

chapters required to quarantine individuals

in the home for 14 days?

No, only contact the LDOH if you

feel you need to consult about

specific facts of a case.
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Phase 4 1 ....if region loses Phase 4 status....this

automatically halts until the Phase 4 status is

returns for the region? e.g., we would close

day programs, stop visits, etc.…

OPWDD's policy is not require

the closure of a day program

should a region return to an

early Phase of NY Forward.

Restrictions for

Community Outings

1 COVID-19 symptoms are not directed to the

CDC website for updated symptoms. The

symptoms are not consistent with the CDC

symptoms

Use most recent symptoms, per

CDC .

Restrictions for

Community Outings

1 Limitations on having one location for each

individual each day is not realistic. Currently

individuals are able to go to the park and

could do that more than once a day.

Intention is to try to limit to one

community-based location (e.g.

a store, salon, restaurant). They

can go to the park or outside

and to another location.

Restrictions for

Community Outings

1 The guidance requires that we ensure

individuals wash/sanitize their hands after

touching anything in the community. The

public does not even need to do this. The is

overkill, and not possible. Ex: the person

open the door to the store, they need to

sanitize, the person touches a store shelf,

they need to sanitize. This is not required

from the CDC.

Please use common sense and

good judgment in the

application of this, it was meant

to apply to different scenarios.

If they go to the park and all

they touch is a bench or a

garbage can, they sanitize. If

they go to a store and they

touch a door handle, a shelf, a

cart, some items and then

checkout counter, they would

sanitize on the way out (or more

often if they are likely to be

touching their face/mouth

throughout).

Restrictions for

Community Outings

1 Individuals who choose not to wear a mask,

or if they take off their mask… are they

restricted from going on community outings

and/or the community outing would have to

end?

No, not necessarily. Individuals

who cannot tolerate masks

should still be able to enjoy

community time, agency will just

need to consider best way to

implement in order to keep that

person/those around them

safest (activities outside, for

example).
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Return to Work 1 Can we advocate for specific language

around people we support who work.

Several instances have arisen where

Voluntary agencies are saying people can’t

go to work.

We have a couple of folks who are in danger

of losing their jobs because their res

provider won’t allow them to leave the

home. Clarity on this in the guidance would

be greatly beneficial.

Thanks for this suggestion.

Restrictions for

Community Outings

2 It is not reasonable to expect individuals

living in Supportive IRAs to complete a log /

report of their community outings. What if

they are unable to do so? Same for people

with alone time?

The expectation is that we are

able to contact trace where

people went each day in the

event of a new infection.

Restrictions for

Community Outings

2 If an agency choses not to allow community

outings is this considered a rights

restriction? We are only thinking of the

people. Our thought was to begin visits with

other IRA’s first then expand it out to

community places.

Community outings are no

longer prohibited generally but if

a specific individual/group of

individuals may be phased back

into the community if clinically

appropriate. We do not

recommend taking a household

and bringing them all into

another household, however

(not sure if that's what is meant

by the question). outside

activities are much lower risk.

Supportive IRAs N/A How do these guidelines apply to Supportive

IRAs?

They apply to certified to

supportive IRAs but if you have

specific suggestions about how

they could/should create more

flexibility here, please feel free

to send those forward.


